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ABSTRACT
We examine the problem of collective attention spam, in
which spammers target social media where user attention
quickly coalesces and then collectively focuses around a phenomenon. Compared to many existing spam types, collective attention spam relies on the users themselves to seek out
the content – like breaking news, viral videos, and popular
memes – where the spam will be encountered, potentially increasing its effectiveness and reach. We study the presence
of collective attention spam in one popular service, Twitter,
and we develop spam classifiers to detect spam messages
generated by collective attention spammers. Since many instances of collective attention are bursty and unexpected, it
is difficult to build spam detectors to pre-screen them before
they arise; hence, we examine the effectiveness of quickly
learning a classifier based on the first moments of a bursting
phenomenon. Through initial experiments over a small set
of trending topics on Twitter, we find encouraging results,
suggesting that collective attention spam may be identified
early in its life cycle and shielded from the view of unsuspecting social media users.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Web-based services; J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and behavioral sciences
General Terms: Design, Experimentation, Security
Keywords: collective attention, spam, social media

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of global-scale social media, we have
seen repeated evidence of breaking news, viral videos, and
popular memes captivating the attention of huge numbers of
users. For example, during the recent run-up and immediate
aftermath of President Obama’s announcement about the
raid targeting Osama Bin Laden, Twitter boasted a peak of
5,000 tweets per second (corresponding to 432 million tweets
per day) and a sustained average rate of 3,000 tweets per second over several hours (corresponding to 259 million tweets
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Figure 1: Example YouTube video posted to attract
interest after the Amanda Knox court decision.
per day).1 On a lighter note, the ubiquitous “Charlie Bit
My Finger” video has attracted over 420 million views on
YouTube. Popular memes on sites like Reddit and 4chan
have attracted huge audiences and have subsequently propagated throughout the web. Similarly, the death of Michael
Jackson prompted huge spikes in search traffic on web and
social media services for more information. These and related phenomenon are examples of collective attention, as
Wu and Huberman have noted, in which “attention to novel
items propagates and eventually fades among large populations” [20]. In the typical life cycle, an item (be it a video,
news article, image, etc.) catches the interest of a few people, then accumulates a larger following as more people begin paying attention to it, before (in some cases) breaking
out across social media to explosive attention, until finally
1
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fading away. Naturally, there is a great demand for understanding these dynamics, modeling the life cycle of these
phenomenon, and ultimately predicting the future growth
of new items [4, 7, 15, 19].
Knowing that interest may quickly coalesce and then collectively focus around a particular phenomenon, we are increasingly seeing threats to the quality of information associated with this collective attention. To illustrate, consider
the following three examples of what we refer to as collective
attention spam:
Example 1: YouTube Breaking Videos. When Amanda
Knox was freed after appeal in an Italian court on October
3, 2011, many popular mainstream US news outlets posted
breaking news updates and provided extensive coverage of
the high-interest case. Knowing that interest in Amanda
Knox would skyrocket, spammers began posting videos to
YouTube that were tagged with keywords associated with
Amanda Knox, but that were expressly designed to promote
an unrelated spammer-controlled website. In the immediate
aftermath of the court announcement, we found that four of
the top-six videos returned for the YouTube query “Amanda
Knox” were examples of such collective attention spam. Figure 1 shows one example, which includes a link ostensibly
to view more Amanda Knox related videos.
Example 2: Twitter Trending Topics. To give some
insight into the current pulse of the real-time web, Twitter
posts a selection of the current trending topics. These popular topics (typically hashtags or keywords) signal to spammers what Twitter users are currently collectively interested
in, and so spammers can easily target these popular topics
by posting spam messages containing the trending hashtags
or keywords. Figure 2 shows a sample search result for the
trending hashtag “#DrakeCriesWhen” for which the most
recently posted six messages are all spam. Note that the six
messages post the same URL, but from multiple accounts,
suggesting that spammers are strategically posting to Twitter in an organic-like way to simulate the behavior of regular
(non-spam) users.
Example 3: Popular Facebook Profiles. As the most
popular social media site, Facebook – with over 800 million
users – attracts large interest to the celebrity profiles hosted
on the site. Knowing that many users will naturally visit
these popular profile pages, particularly when the celebrity
is in the news, we have encountered many examples of spam
photos being posted to these profiles (since many popular
profile pages support photo uploads by fans). For example, Figure 3 shows a Facebook photo associated with the
M&M’s candy official page; the photo is clearly unrelated to
M&M’s and includes a spam URL.
In contrast to many examples of more traditional spam,
collective attention spam relies on the users themselves to
seek out the content where the spam will be encountered.
In this way, users themselves have self-selected for interest
in the topic and made themselves susceptible to collective
attention spam. As a counterpoint, consider email spam,
where the spammer must identify a group of targets, send a
spam payload embedded in an email, and then hope that (if
the email passes through all spam filters) the user ultimately
decides to click on the link. Similarly, in many cases of social
media spam, spammers target particular users with friend
requests, post spam links on the target’s profile page, or

Figure 2: Spam messages targeting the Twitter
trending topic #DrakeCriesWhen.
send spam messages via the messaging services provided by
the social media service. In all cases, the user must cross a
fairly high threshold to respond positively toward the spammer (though of course the probability of response may be
increased through spear phishing or other targeted attacks).
In contrast, collective attention spam targets users who are
inherently interested in the topic.
In the rest of the paper, we focus on two related efforts:
• First, we study the presence of collective attention
spam in one popular service, Twitter, and examine the
properties of collective attention spam including the
longevity of spam accounts, the total amount of collective attention spam, and the properties of accounts
engaged in such behavior; and
• Second, we develop a machine learning based spam
classifier to detect spam messages generated by collective attention spammers. Since many instances of
collective attention are bursty and unexpected, it is difficult to build spam detection algorithms to pre-screen
them before they arise; hence, we examine the effectiveness of quickly learning a classifier based on the
first moments of a bursting phenomenon.
Through initial experiments over a small set of trending
topics on Twitter, we find encouraging results, suggesting
that collective attention spam may be identified early in its
life cycle and shielded from the view of unsuspecting social
media users.
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Figure 3: Photo posted to the M&M’s candy Facebook profile, including a spam link.

2.

EXAMINING COLLECTIVE ATTENTION
SPAM ON TWITTER

In this section, we study a sample of collective attention
spam from Twitter, analyzing spammers and their tactics.
For Twitter-based trending topics, users both generate
and consume messages around popular hashtags or keywords.
Our working hypothesis is that spammers approach collective attention as in Figure 4, where spammers monitor breaking news, trends, and public issues for predicting which issues will attract significant collective attention in the future.
Once selected, spammers insert spam messages into the popular topic, while user attention is focused on the topic. By
inserting spam URLs into messages associated with these
trending topics, the spammer hope is for users to click on
these links.

2.1

Dataset

We sampled trending topic search results on Twitter during 11 days between September and October, 2011. We
searched the trending topics every 5 minutes and collected
the Twitter search engine’s recently posted messages associated with the trending topics, resulting in a dataset consisting of 5.3 million messages posted by 1.5 million users.
While we were collecting the messages and the users, we
periodically checked whether the users were suspended or
not. When we accessed an account profile page, if the account is suspended, Twitter will redirect the page to http://
twitter.com/account/suspended.
To determine if all suspended accounts could be treated as
spam accounts, we sampled messages from each suspended
account and labeled them by hand. We randomly sampled
200 messages each from the messages posted by suspended
accounts and from those posted by non-suspended accounts.
Two human judges manually labeled the 400 messages as either spam or non-spam. 199 out of 200 messages sampled
from non-suspended accounts were labeled as non-spam messages, and 187 out of 200 messages sampled from suspended
accounts were labeled as spam messages. Overall accuracy is
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Figure 4: Collective attention spam.
0.965 and even though there are some errors, for the rest of
the paper we assume that all messages posted by suspended
users are spam.

2.2

Spammers and Their Tactics

From the dataset, we selected six popular topics to see how
quickly spammers post spam messages once a topic becomes
popular. Figure 5 depicts all messages and spam messages
distribution over time in the six popular topics. We can
observe that spammers quickly posted spam messages with
a popular topic when it becomes popular. Spammers’ intention is to expose the spam messages to larger number of
users who are interested in the trending topics, confirming
the susceptibility of trending topics to collective attention
spam. Overall, we find that an average of 4% of messages
across the six popular topics is spam.
Properties of Spam Accounts. Next, we analyze the
properties of the spam accounts to better understand the
tactics of collective attention spammers. In the trending
topic search dataset, 17,411 users were suspended by the
Twitter safety team and these spammers posted 136,255
messages. We show in Table 1 the minimum, maximum, average and median value of the number of followings, number
of followers, and number of messages posted by the spammers. Also the values of regular users in the dataset are
shown in Table 2.
Table 1: Properties of Collective Attention Spammers
Min
Max
Avg
Median

# of Followings
0
67,579
104
0

# of Followers
0
189,805
183
0

# of Messages
0
228,634
567
9

We see that 86% of spammers have fewer than 50 followings and fewer than 10 followers, posting fewer than 120
messages. These values are lower than the regular users’

(a) #DearHair

(b) #WhatYouShouldKnowAboutMe

(c) #MeAndYouCantDate

(d) #IfICouldDoItOverAgain

(e) #YouNeedToRealize

(f) #YouKnowBetter

Figure 5: All messages and spam messages associated with each of six popular topics.
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Table 2: Properties of Regular Users

Number of Accounts

Min
Max
Avg
Median

# of Followers
0
5,211,919
506
116

# of Messages
0
610,869
4,984
1,625
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Figure 7: How long does it take for Twitter safety
team to suspend spam accounts?
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values. The most interesting part in Table 1 is the median
in which number of following and number of followers are
0. More than half of the spammers only focused on posting
more messages than making friends since their goal is to pollute the collective attention of Twitter users and not engage
in social capital building as has been reported in previous
studies of Twitter spam behavior [14].

created accounts or long-lived repeated use spam accounts?
Using the account creation time accessed via the Twitter
API, we additionally record the account suspension time
through our repeated checking of each account in the dataset.
Once an account is declared suspended, we record the time.
Figure 6 shows the longevity (suspended date - creation
date). We see that 54% of the spam accounts lived for fewer
than 3 days, and that 80% of the spam accounts were alive
for at most 34 days. Interestingly we note that 18% of the
spam accounts were alive for more than 46 days, with a
large number living more than 94 days. These long-lived accounts suggest that spammers create wholesale accounts for
strategic future deployment in anticipation of future bursting topics.

Longevity. Another interesting property is the longevity
of spammers; how long do spammers live? Are they newly-

Spam Activation. Next, we study how long it takes for
the Twitter safety team to suspend these accounts once

Logevity (day)

Figure 6: Longevity of spammers.

Figure 8: Word cloud of spam messages.
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ing service, and linked to online casino sites. An interesting
observation is that multiple accounts posted either the same
URL or variant URL. For example, some spammers generated various shortened URLs which linked to the same
web page. Another example is they only generated a shortened URL such as bit.ly/oJ4AZn, but add some random
code (e.g., “bit.ly/oJ4AZn” + “?=” + random code) into
the shortened URL such as http://bit.ly/oJ4AZn?=ez2y,
http://bit.ly/oJ4AZn?=o5fg and http://bit.ly/oJ4AZn?=7fo5
to pretend these URLs look different. Figure 9 shows how
many times users clicked or typed this shortened URL,
http://bit.ly/oJ4AZn, and reveals that how much this tactic
is effective. Users check the URL 30,332 times (we got this
information from the bit.ly analysis service). It shows how
much the attention-driven attack is effective and successful.
We conjecture that these spammers reuse the bit.ly URL
several times because we can observe several peaks in the
number of clicks (i.e., there are several up and down in the
number of clicks).
The shortened URL links to
http://tesboo.com/tor1/, which is a phishing site.
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Figure 9: # of clicks of the URL posted by the members of a spam campaign.
they begin posting spam messages associated with a popular topic. That is, once a spammer “activates” one of these
accounts, how long will it then live before being identified?
We measured the time between suspension and the time of
the account posting its first spam message. Figure 7 shows
that 74% of spammers were suspended within 1 day, but
with many accounts living for hours once they began posting spam. We also note that 26% of spammers were suspended after 1 day, with 5% living over four days (note
this is out-of-range of the figure displayed). This suggests
that while Twitter has been effective at identifying spam
accounts, there is still a large window of opportunity for
polluting the collective attention.
Content of Messages. Spammers often add a URL into a
message because Twitter only allow 140 characters in a message and it is not enough for them to say/promote something
that they want. Also, some spammers drive other users to
visit their website in order to increase web traffic and profits. Some spammers abuse @mention which allows a user
sends a message to another user even though they are not
friends. Therefore, we measured how many spam messages
contain at least one URL and @mention. 109,839 out of
134,147 (82%) messages contain a URL and 29,108 out of
134,147 (22%) messages contain @mention. Additionally, we
examined the words chosen by spammers in their messages.
The word cloud shown in Figure 8 shows that spammers often used celebrity names, such as Angelina Jolie and Justin
Bieber, and some adult/provocative terms, such as “naked”,
“hot” and “sexy”.
URLs. Finally, we checked what kind of URLs they added
into the spam messages. The most frequently used URLs
were shortened by bit.ly in spam messages, a URL shorten-

DETECTING COLLECTIVE ATTENTION
SPAM: A CASE STUDY

Based on the previous observations, we next develop a
machine learning based classifier to detect collective attention spam targeting popular topics. Of particular interest is
whether we can identify this spam early in the life cycle of a
bursting phenomenon so that the effectiveness of polluting
collective attention is minimized.
Our goal is to predict whether a message m posted to a
trending topic (i.e., by including the associated hashtag or
keyword) is a spam message through a classifier c:
c : m → {spam, non − spam}
Since collective attention spam targets topics as they become popular, detecting these spam messages as soon as
possible is very important. Our classification approach is
that given a set of messages associated with a popular topic,
we create a training set containing messages generated before x time since the topic have become popular, and the
rest of messages associated with the topic belongs to a testing set. We create multiple pairs of training and testing
sets in different x time (every hour or every 10 minutes).
For example, when a trending topic has a 10 hour lifespan
as a trend, we independently create 9 training sets each of
which contains messages generated within 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8 and 9 hours, respectively after the topic becomes trending. Corresponding to the training sets, we create 9 testing
sets containing the rest of messages. The purpose of this
task is to find the best training time to detect or filter spam
messages generated in the future.

3.1

Metrics

To evaluate the classifier, we compute accuracy, false positive rate (FP) and false negative rate (FN) and total spam
detection (TSD).
In the confusion matrix, Table 3, a represents the number
of correctly classified spam messages, b represents the number of spam messages misclassified as non-spam messages,
c represents the number of non-spam messages misclassified
as spam messages, and d represents the number of correctly

Table 4: Seven popular topics and their properties (period, total lifespan and # of messages).
Topic
Period
Total Lifespan
# of messages
#DearHair
2011-09-29 02:19 ∼ 2011-09-29 19:25 17 hrs 06 minutes 128,499 (4.3% spam)
#TheyNeedToBringBack
2011-09-30 19:12 ∼ 2011-10-02 04:59 33 hrs 47 minutes 222,176 (2.2% spam)
#WhatYouShouldKnowAboutMe 2011-10-01 05:11 ∼ 2011-10-02 04:59 23 hrs 48 minutes 249,535 (2.1% spam)
#MeAndYouCantDate
2011-10-02 06:53 ∼ 2011-10-03 04:42 21 hrs 49 minutes 209,343 (2.4% spam)
#IfICouldDoItOverAgain
2011-10-03 07:06 ∼ 2011-10-04 04:55 21 hrs 49 minutes 202,159 (2.7% spam)
#YouNeedToRealize
2011-10-04 05:31 ∼ 2011-10-05 04:55 23 hrs 24 minutes 222,888 (4.9% spam)
#YouKnowBetter
2011-10-05 03:31 ∼ 2011-10-05 18:39 15 hrs 08 minutes 104,123 (7.5% spam)

Table 3: Confusion matrix
Predicted
Spam Non-spam
Actual
Spam
a
b
Non-spam
c
d

classified non-spam messages. The accuracy means the fraction of correct classifications and is (a + d)/(a + b + c + d).
FP denotes c/(c + d), and FN denotes b/(a + b).
Total Spam Detection (TSD) measures the effectiveness
of a spam detection approach. When we apply an approach
to detect spam messages, we use the total spam detection,
that is, how many spam messages have been detected during a topic’s lifespan (from the time when a topic becomes
popular to the time when the topic is not popular anymore).
In other words, we can see how many messages have been
prevented by the approach.
T SDtopic (%) =

3.2

detected spam messages
total # of spam messages in the topic

Experimental Results

For the following experiments, we selected seven popular
topics that each became popular on a different day as a case
study for collective attention spam detection. The topics
are: #DearHair, #TheyNeedToBringBack, #YouKnowBetter,
#WhatYouShouldKnowAboutMe, #MeAndYouCantDate,
#IfICouldDoItOverAgain and #YouNeedToRealize as shown
in Table 4. Together, these topics account for 1,338,723 messages.
Feature Selection. Before building a classifier, finding
good features is very important for high accuracy. We build
classifiers based on two sets of features: (1) main features: 6 features extracted from each message – # of urls,
# of hashtags, #of @mentions, is a message retweeted?, the
length of a message and the length of a payload, where, given
a message, we first remove @mention, urls and hashtags and
call the remaining text a payload.; and (2) the original
+ bag-of-words features: the same 6 features as well as
bag-of-words features extracted from messages, where each
term as a feature is represented by tf-idf value. In spam
and non-spam messages analysis, we learned that the main
features have power to distinguish between spam and nonspam messages. The reason why we split the features to two
sets (the main features and the original + bag-of-words features) is we want to measure not only how the main features
are good, but also how bag-of-words features are helpful to
improve a classifier’s effectiveness. In addition, when we use

bag-of-words features, there are pros and cons. The pros
would be bag-of-words features may be helpful for improving classifier’s effectiveness. But, the cons would be they
will increase the number of dimensions, and computation
time (building a classifier and predicting a message’s class).
We adopt a decision tree based Random Forest classifier as
a supervised learning method following previous success reported in [14].
Investigating Collective Attention Spam Detection.
We begin with an exploration of detecting collective attention spam by focusing on one topic – #DearHair. As illustrated in Figure 10(a), we see that 4.3% messages associated
with the topic are indeed spam (again, recall the setup in
Section 2.1). The first question is whether spam messages
detected in the early stages may accurately identify spam
that follows as a topic becomes popular. Hence, in Figure 10(b) we report the classification accuracy for training
sets of varying time windows. That is, 1 hour in the x axis means that the training set consists of messages posted
within 1 hour after the topic became a trending topic (and
hence, made available to spammers as a potential target),
and a testing set consists of messages posted after 1 hour.
The y-axis shows the accuracy when we use the training
set to build a classifier and predict labels of the messages
in the testing set. This experiment emulates a real deployment scenario of such a collective attention spam detector,
in which partial data is available for predicting future spam.
Notice that as the training set grows in size the classification result becomes better. Of course, the goal is not only
to have better classification result, but also to detect more
spam messages as early as possible. Hence, we show in Figure 10(c) the total spam detection percent (i.e., how many
spam messages out of all spam messages in the topic a classifier detected correctly). When we built a classifier with
the first two hour training set, it detected 71.3% spam and
achieved 98.7% accuracy using the main features, and detected 54.8% spam and achieved 98.1% accuracy using the
original + bag-of-words features.
Figure 10(d) shows the false positive rate – indicating how
many real non-spam messages are classified as spam messages by the classifier. Overall, the false positive rate is low.
After 2 hours, we find a 0.002 and 0.0002 false positive rate
using the main features and the original + bag-of-words features, respectively.
Detection Across Additional Topics. Next, we build
classifiers over the remaining six popular topics and evaluate
them. Table 5 presents the best classification results of the
other six popular topics in the context of the largest TSD
and their average result. Each topic’s best training time
varies depending on the volume of generated messages and

(a) Non-spam and spam messages

(b) Accuracy

(c) Total spam detection percent

(d) False positive

Figure 10: Classification Results for the #DearHair topic.
Table 5: The best classification results of six popular topics and their average result.
Topic
Training Time TSD (%) Accuracy
FP
FN
#TheyNeedToBringBack
First 4 hours
74.42%
99.47%
0.002 0.148
#WhatYouShouldKnowAboutMe
First 3 hours
60.25%
99.08%
0.002 0.347
#MeAndYouCantDate
First 5 hours
51.28%
98.79%
0.001 0.409
#IfICouldDoItOverAgain
First 3 hours
68.25%
99.02%
0.001 0.307
#YouNeedToRealize
First 1 hour
80.11%
98.92%
0.002 0.172
#YouKnowBetter
First 3 hours
71.49%
97.67%
0.002 0.272
Average
First 3 hours
68%
98.83%
0.001 0.275

the number of spam messages before the training time. In
all of the topics, classifiers based on the main features outperformed classifiers based on the original + bag-of-words
features. Overall, building a classifier with the first three
hours’ messages gives us 68% TSD, 98.83% accuracy, 0.001
FP and 0.275 FN.
Summary. Through the above experiments, we found that
it is possible to detect and prevent collective attention spam
messages by learning early-age spam messages in a topic.
The most encouraging results are achieving a high TSD and
accuracy, and low false positive rate which means a few
non-spam messages are detected as spam messages. Our

approach using the main features is lightweight, so we anticipate continued deployment for near real-time spam message detection. An open question is how to verify that the
spam messages in the first few hours used to bootstrap the
learning approach are indeed spam. We are investigating
methods for collaboratively labeling samples of these early
messages with a high likelihood of being spam (based on
features learned from earlier instances of collective attention
spam) using Amazon Mechanical Turk.

4.

RELATED WORK

Spam, especially in social media, has received increasing

attention with the commensurate rise in the popularity of
services like Facebook and Twitter. Jagatic et al. [10] studied how social phishing is effective. When a friend sends
phishing messages, 72% of recipients clicked a phishing link
in the messages while when an unknown person sends phishing messages, only 16% of recipients clicked a phishing link.
Similarly, Brown et al. [2] showed that context-aware attacks in social systems are very effective. Irani et al. [8] studied how easily users were tempted by manipulated social services such as recommendation system, demographic search,
and visitor tracking service in social media sites. Grier et
al. [5] showed that many spam URLs posted in Twitter are
newly created and that spammers use URL shortening services for obfuscation. Heymann et al. [6] generally summarized three main anti-spam strategies: (i) detection strategy;
(ii) demotion strategy; and (iii) prevention strategy. Other
researchers proposed domain-specific spam detection solutions. For example, Koutrika et al. [11] studied spam detection problem in social tagging systems. Benevenuto et al.
[1] studied the online video spam problem and used supervised learning methods to detect online video spammers. In
a different direction, researchers have studied the problem of
review spammers [16, 17, 21]. Lee et al. [13] created social
honeypots to collect social spammers’ information to understand their behaviors and tactics, and proposed machine
learning method to detect spammers. Castillo et al. [3] studied information credibility, especially in newsworthy topics
in Twitter and built a classifier to determine whether messages associated with a topic are credible or not. Ratkiewicz
et al. [18] built a classifier to detect astroturf political campaigns in Twitter. Lee et al. [12] proposed a content-driven
framework to extract various campaigns in Twitter. Most
related to the work presented here is a recent study by Irani
et al. [9] on “trend-stuffing” in Twitter’s trending topics.
They proposed a machine learning based approach trained
by text and web page content features to classify tweets associated with trending topics. In contrast, our focus is on
understanding and detecting collective attention spam as it
evolves.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have examined the problem of collective
attention spam, studied the presence of it in one popular service – Twitter – and have tested an initial approach for early
detection. In our experiments, we found that learning a classifier based on the first moments of a bursting phenomenon
is effective to detect spam messages in the future as more attention focuses. In our continuing research, we are moving
in two complementary directions: first, we are expanding
our study to a larger number of trending topics to better
understand the robustness of the proposed approach; and
second, we are investigating adaptations of the developed
methods for alternative domains (e.g., YouTube videos).
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